
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

In the previous chapter, the analysis focuses to find out the data and make 

explanation. Thus, in this chapter as compliment of the analysis, the researcher write it 

in several conclusions based on contains to the analysis.  

In the chapter IV, it already research and discussed about the seven types of 

address form that commonly used in the Glory Road movie. The seven types of address 

form are; Full Name, Family Name, Nick Name, Title, Certain Name, Kinship, and 

Mockery Name. 

As straight to the findings, there founded that from the seven types there are two 

types of address form which most dominant uses as address in the dialogue than the rest 

5 types, it was family name and mockery. Here the following data table addresses form;

Table 1.28 Address forms which dominant used in Glory Road movie

Type of Address 

Form

African American 

(AA) 

White American 

(WA) 

Family Name Cager, Flournoy, 

Shed, Worsley, 

Hill, and Lattin.

Mr. Haskins, Mr. 

Iba, McCarty, Mr. 

More, Mrs. 

Haskins.

Mockery Chopper, Big 

tooth-clown, Full 

size-man, Midge, 

Colored, Negro, 

Harlem. 



Farm boy, 

Mayberry Jerry, 

Honkies.

The table shows the dominant of address form that used in the movie. For the 

first type of address form, it describe that the address form type family name is used 

together by African-American and white American with the same way. Both African 

American and white American head together use the last name of a person as the 

address. Both of those two race seen use a manner and respects thought person they 

given the address. For some reason there are two reasons why people address a person 

by his/her last name;

 First is because of the setting. The situation and condition when the speaker address 

his/her, for several case use a family name as address in some formal situation are 

require to.   

 Second, it is use to show that the speakers or address giver still has not close 

relationship with the persons they address. This is different with person with two people 

which already close enough, they will comfortable use first name or nickname as 

address. 

Furthermore, the other types of address form that dominate use are mockery. 

Mockery is address form that has indicated to humiliate other person according to 

person characterization, physic, and figure. It can seen from the table, both of African 

American and white American are use mockery address form in the movie, the only 

think that make it different is the number of amount mockery address which use. 

Somehow, the number of amount mockery address that use by African American are 



much more than used by white American. It seen that the setting environment between 

both citizen also impact their addressing term, African American in the movie draw as a 

characters which have not education background because of the racism era at the time 

and they only come from factory worker. It is support the strong statement about the 

reason why African American uses more many mockery addresses to their conversation 

than white American.  

Moreover, in the data analysis process it focused to find out the address form 

that used by both African American and white American in the movie Glory Road. 

Hence, when the data are founded there is not only found the address form type only but 

also come out together the similarities and the differences. It is because when the 

research star to find out more than one subject, then its naturally come as the 

comparator. This means that when the research start to find out the address form in the 

movie, together with it the different and similarity come as convince research. It can be 

seen from the data below;

From the seven types of address form; there found four types of address form 

that are showing similarities, and three type of address form show different. In the 

similarity they were; Full name, Family name, Nickname, and title. While in the 

difference comes from address form types certain name, kinship, and mockery.

Table 1.29 the similarity of address form in Glory Road movie

Type of 

address form

African American White 

American 



Full 

Name 

Nevil Shed (FN) : 

 Nevil (fn) + Shed (ln/fln)

Willie Worsley (FN)

: 

Willie (fn) + Worsley 

(ln/fln)

Willie Cager (FN) :

 Willie (fn) + Cager 

(ln/fln)

Family 

Name 

Flournoy 

Mr. Cager 

         Mr. 

Haskins

Mc

Carty 

Nickname Willie  Don

Ros

s 

Title Coach Coa

ch 

According to the data findings, there similarity of using addresses form by 

African American and white American in the movie analysis above. The similarity first 

come from address form type full name, in this case both race same use address form 

type full name to address person which is did not have relationship with them and seen 



from the setting situation, this type commonly use to by people which is do not know 

yet about other person, the visual, characterization, psychic, and historical background. 

This also works for case family name and title, as explained above the person use 

family and title address usually because of the reason of; manner and relationship. The 

other similarity are come from nickname, this type of address form is give based one 

person characterization, but most of that is come from the short name of full name. It is 

like in the case of Don Haskins, since he only have short first name then his first name 

use as nickname in his daily life.

Table 1.30 The difference of address form in Glory Road movie

Type of address 

form

African 

American

White American

Certain Name Sweet thing

Cutie Pie

Sweet Pea

Son of Gun

Honey

Kinship – 

Mother 

Mama Mom/Mommy

Mockery – Race Colored/Negro Honkies

Mockery – Place 

insult

Harlem Mayberry



Mockery 

address

Chopper

Big tooth-clown

Full size-man

Midge

Farm boy

Mayberry Jerry

Discuss about similarities then it has relation with the difference. As natural when 

the research try to find out the similarity, the different come out as the convince side of 

similarity. According to the table data above, the research find the rest three types of 

address form show the difference use by African American and white American. The 

first address form that show is certain name (seen in page 41) the explanation already 

tell and show that between both race that have the conflict have their own way to 

address person. African American like to give address based on the food name, like 

when they saw beautiful girls the addresses with “Cutie Pie” or “Sweet Pea”. While 

white American are more concern with playing words and meaning, like “Son of gun”. 

Beside several explanations above, according to the data findings, there three facts 

that found when the analysis process done:

 African American only use address form “brother” to other African American man, it is 

similar to White American only  use same address form to use a person from same race 

(see p. 31 and p. 55) . There are two team of close friend in the movie, team A is Nevil 

Shed and Wilie Cager and theiy are African American. Team b is Harry Flournoy (AA) 

and Jerry Armstrong (WA).In the conversation between Nevil Shed (AA) and Willie 

Cager (AA), in the page 31, Nevil use word “Bro” which come from word “Brother”, 

while in the other conversation between Harry Flournoy  (AA) and Jerry Armstrong 

(WA), he address jerry with “Man”. It means that, even the relationship between 



African American and White American are close enough to address using Brother, They 

will not using address “Brother” to other race in the movie. Thus, the participant takes 

a part in the way of choice address forms, and it is illustrate in the conversation from the 

movie. 

 African American likes to address their girl or woman with food name like, Sweet Pea, 

and Cutie Pie. While White American  are prefer to use sweet words to address their 

girl or woman like, baby, Sweetie, Honey, And like to use semantic address to praise 

person. The uses of address form in the conversation on certain address form are 

illustrating the influence of participant and situation.

 African American is often using Mockery address in their conversation than White 

American. Most of address from in this movie come from African American, and 

horrify is they use that address form to humiliate person from same race.

Suggestion

After conducting this research, I would like to give some suggestions for 

English learner especially English department student. Address form is one of the key to 

get started a conversation, for the student case, respect and manner should be put 

together with the language and action, and to support their development their 

knowledge in speaking at the society learn address form is requirement. Therefore, to 

overcome with the problem here the following suggestion that should be noticed by the 

student. First, there are mistaken about address form as a greeting, which is actually 

address form is not greeting but a part of greeting only. So for the student the 

understanding meaning of address form need to be cleared by learn the basic meaning 

of address form. Nevertheless, learn address form without the experience in the society 



is like buying book without read, because the only thing to get know and understand 

about the address form is by practice it in the society and face the different culture, 

attitude, and region. Second, learn address form teach student to make a relation with 

other. It explained in the discussion above, that a speaker relationship with other 

speakers can be reveal when the conversation start though address form because the 

only different that make the speakers use different address form though someone he/her 

already know is the situation. 

The following recommendation is for the lecturers in English Department, The 

thing that should be noticed by the lecturers is to know about what are the address form 

and how to applied it followed our culture rule to the study. In addition, teacher should 

be making equal between the theory and the practice within several culture require 

avoiding the culture shock in the society. Moreover, the teacher act and theory in the 

classroom should be walk together as the mirror for the student because the closes act 

that students see about the theory is teacher action.  However, the present work provides 

not just for the student and teacher also for the reader. Learn address form means learn 

about attitude and manner in society act, and there some society that require the use of 

address form as the sign allurement to make relationship. Then, thought this study the 

reader can understand the basic way to start the conversation with other in the society 

without make big mistaken. 
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